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UK maritime refrigeration firm Flynn announces new appointment 
(WITH PICS: Flynn marketing executive Danni Dixon)	  

Flynn Refrigeration is continuing its growth drive after expanding its team 
with the appointment of a new marketing executive.	  

The Birkenhead-based refrigeration and air-conditioning specialist has 
appointed experienced sales and marketing practitioner Danielle Dixon to 
bolster its client management and sales support team.	  

Flynn Refrigeration managing director Alex Flynn said the new 
appointment will prove invaluable as the firm seeks to further enhance its 
customer service.	  

“Danielle has the perfect skill set to assist us in the continued growth of the 
company,” he said. “Flynn Refrigeration is experiencing strong growth and 
we believe next year is going to be pivotal as we aim to hit ambitious 
targets. I have total confidence in Danielle’s abilities and the support she 
will provide to the team, our suppliers and, most importantly, our 
customers.”	  

Danielle Dixon said: “This is a terrific time to be joining Flynn Refrigeration 
as it continues to rapidly expand on a global scale. I was attracted to the 
role and the team at Flynn who are dedicated to providing a world-class 
service from start to finish. I am really looking forward to being part of a 
thrusting, dynamic and forward-thinking business, and using my skills to 
maximum effect.”	  
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Danielle has previously worked as both a senior sales advisor and a sales 
and marketing professional taking charge of all internal marketing and 
communications.	  

In her new role she will support client relationship management, customer 
service and sales support as well as helping to drive the firm’s marketing 
and social media campaigns. She will also play a role in supplier 
management and budget forecasting.	  

Flynn Refrigeration offers the complete supply package for all aspects of 
refrigeration and air conditioning systems. The £2.6m turnover firm’s 
temperature-control products are used in a variety of areas including food 
stores, accommodation and engine rooms.	  

Key product lines include refrigeration, air-conditioning, compressors, 
marine controls and spares, with services including supply, installation, 
maintenance and conversion.	  

Mr Flynn said the firm’s varied product range combined with its global 
reach has led to exports accounting for nearly two thirds of sales.	  

“We have the capacity to operate worldwide in both the marine and 
industrial markets,” he said. “But customer service, accuracy and efficiency 
are always key considerations in everything we do. Expanding our team 
with the right calibre of recruits will help us to develop a strong brand 
based around these key selling points.”	  

For more information contact Alex Flynn  
Email: info@flynn-refrigeration.com  
Tel: 0151 691 6130  
Visit: www.flynnrefrigeration.co.uk	  
	  	  
Notes to editors	  

Flynn Refrigeration	  

Flynn Refrigeration is an independent company providing a complete 
supply package for all aspects of refrigeration and air conditioning systems 
used within marine and industrial applications. It is located in Birkenhead, 
near Liverpool with links to motorways, ports and international airport 
distribution. Its head office and stores are more than 7500 ft in size 
stocking a large portfolio of standard spares. Its standard key product 
range includes new and reconditioned refrigeration compressors, spares, 
packaged air conditioning and refrigeration controls. It can supply vessels 
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with standard product guides to assist you in the selection of key controls 
and system ancillaries. Flynn Refrigeration’s experience spans over 30 
years in the supply of marine air-conditioning and refrigeration products. It 
is highly customer focused and understands the needs of clients, offering a 
competitive and high-quality solution to meet specific requirements. 
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Left to right - Danni Dixon, Alex Flynn, Carolyn Flynn, Grahame  Nelson 
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